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           Geography is sometimes considered as the mother of all science. It is an amazing subject concerned 

with the study of the relation between the man and the environment. It helps us to know the nature’s 

programme and thereby help us to understand better art of living. Therefore a good knowledge of 

Geography is needed for successful living. Geographers explore both the physical properties of Earth’s 

surface and various aspects of human societies. Student of geography are thus trained about the science 

of physical world as well as the art of the human world.  

           Geography programme seeks development students who can identify, describe, analyse and solve 

the complex interaction that exist between the Human and natural works. In an increasingly 

interconnected globe a commitment to expanding such understanding serves to help our students 

become global citizens, environmental stewards, policy makers and scientist and improve the quality of 

life by helping better understand human impacts on environment and interactions between the society 

and earth’s natural  system    
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PAPER COURSE OUTCOME 

GGY-RC-1016 
Physical Geography                                                                                                                                                                           
 

      
The students will learn that the earth is unstable and 
it is undergoing constant changes due to dynamic 
earth's surface . 
 
The students will come to know about the meaning 
and scope of geomorphology, which a major branch 
of Physical Geography. 
 
After gaining knowledge based on the contents 
embodied in this paper, the students will be able to 
realize the importance of geomorphological 
knowledge as applied in various developmental 
activities executed on the land and over the earth's 
surface. 

GGY-RC-2016 Human Geography  

 
The paper will be useful for students in developing 
ideas on human-environment issues that 
geographers usually address in the anthropocene. 
 
The paper will be useful for students preparing for 
UGC NET/SLET exams and other competitive exams 
including the civil services. 

GG-RC-3016 Economic Geography  

This paper will be useful for the students in 
developing understanding on how geographical . 
This factors organize economic space, and to acquire 
knowledge about spatial patterns of various 
economic activities on the earth.     

GGY-SE-3034 Thematic Cartography   

 
Understanding the importance of various techniques 
of preparation of maps in geographical study 
 
General understanding of preparation of different 
types of plan and maps. 
 
An acquaintance of different cartographic techniques 
for representation of various facets of earth's surface. 
 



 

GGY-RC-4016 
Geography of India with 
Reference to N.E. India  

The paper will be useful for students in developing 
understanding on Indian geography and its various 
dimensions. It will also be useful for students 
preparing for various competitive examinations 
including civil services.  

GGY-SE-4024 Surveying Technique 

Understanding the importance of various surveying 
techniques in geographical study. General 
understanding of preparation procedures of 
different types of plan and map. An acquaintance of 
different surveying techniques for representation of 
various spatial objects/ Phenomena. 

GGY-RE-5016 
Environment Geography 

and Disaster 
Management  

The paper will be useful for students in developing 
ideas on environmental issues including disasters 
that geographers usually address.  The paper will 
also be useful for students preparing for different 
competitive exams 

GGY-SE-5054 Geography of Tourism                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

The paper will be useful for students in developing 
ideas on how geographical factors tangent on 
tourism activities and how geographers seek to 
address issues of development and carrying 
capacities of varied environments. 
It will also build skills for students seeking to enroll 
in a research programme and/or provide openings 
for them to work with tourism/eco-tourism 
planning agencies. 

GGY-GE-5036 
Population and 

Settlement Geography  

The paper will be useful for students in developing 
ideas about spatio-temporal changes in the 
characteristics of population and settlement and the 
factors associated with them. 
The paper will be useful for students preparing for 
various competitive exams including the civil 
services. 

GGY-RE-6016 
Social and Political 

Geography  

This course will help equip the students to 
comprehend various social and political aspects of 
phenomena and their interface within the realm of 
geography. The paper will be very useful for 
students preparing for various competitive 
examinations including civil services.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

GGY-SE-6044 
Field Techniques in 

Geography and Project 
Work  

This course will help students to proceed with a 
research problem and the steps she/he should 
adopt and the tools and craft to be employed for 
doing quality research. Students perceive fieldwork 
to be beneficial to their learning, because through it 
they experience 'geographical reality', and have 
deeper understanding of the subject. The students 
will have a chance to interact with respondents and 
collect data through questionnaire directly from the 
field. This course will develop understanding about 
designing and writing a field report. 



 
 

 

GGY-GE-6036 Geography of Health 

Understanding of the concept of human health and 
health care from the perspective of geography. 
Acquiring knowledge about factors influencing 
human health and occurrence of diseases in varying 
ecological settings. Providing useful information 
about the impact of global climate change on 
human health and occurrence of various diseases in 
different ecological settings in India. 


